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AUTOTRACK ASSET TRACKING
Track all your company asset
Introduction
Autotrack Asset tracking is design base on barcode as a core technology to track your entire company asset.
Asset tracking make it simple to manage your businesses valuable assets, from software, IT assets, vehicles, tools,
medical devices, and more. Instantly locate your assets, eliminate time spent searching for missing items and stop
unnecessarily replacing lost assets. Fast local technical support, customization and Getting Started training is
included.
Autotrack complete solutions include everything you need to account for the valuable assets used to run your
business. Complete solutions come with a mobile computer for managing assets in the field or away from your desk,
integrated barcode labeling software and a barcode label printer for creating asset tags, and polyester asset tags.
Tracking your organization’s assets just got easier. Local technical support and “getting started” training is also
included to get you up and running fast.

Feature
Assets can be checked-out to employees and customers with assigned due dates. Management reports are included to
help you make the best informed business decisions relating to your assets. Autotrack also features an easy-to-use
interface designed to meet the asset tracking needs of small to medium sized businesses, departments within large
enterprises, government agencies, educational institutions, and healthcare organizations. Autotrack software is
available in 2 editions: Professional or Enterprise.

Why Autotrack?
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Spend less time searching for lost, misplaced or checked-out assets
Extend the useful life of your equipment by scheduling routine maintenance
Eliminate unnecessary expenses to replace lost items
Track check-in and check-out to inform business processes
Easily access data on asset cost and depreciation for accounting purposes
Web base online software to be access from any place.
Hardware and OS independent for client.
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What to track?
Furniture and operational non-inventory
IT assets like laptops, PDAs and servers
Equipment
Evidence
Tools and vehicles
Files and documents
Hardware

Mobile Computer
Autotrack complete solutions work perfectly either a Honeywell CN50 mobile computer or Datalogic SkorpioX3
mobile terminal. For industrial environments, field operations, or applications requiring repetitive data entry, we

recommend our most popular mobile computer, Datalogic SkorpioX3. Datalogic SkorpioX3 features a ruggedized
housing to withstand repeated drops to concrete, is sealed against moisture and dust, and features a full keypad with
large touchscreen. For in and out office environments or if a full touchscreen is more your style, we recommend the
Honeywell CN50. The Honeywell CN50 combines a large touchscreen with keypad with a durable exterior housing
that is more durable than today’s consumer smart phones and able to withstand repeated drops to concrete. Use
either mobile computer to check assets in or out; perform audits in the field; and move, add, or remove assets.

Asset Tag Printer and Labeling Software
Autotrack complete solutions recommended using Argox R600 or Intermec PM43 300dpi barcode printer,
Autotrack label designer software for creating barcodes. The Argox R600 barcode printer is a compact and powerful
desktop that can print direct thermal (semi-permanent) and thermal transfer (near permanent) barcode labels. It is
our most popular printer and a leader in its class that features USB, serial and parallel connectivity. The Intermec
PM43 installs easily and its user-friendly heavy duty design makes it simple to load and easy to operate.

PC System Requirements
32-bit or 64-bit version of:
Windows 8
Windows 7 Professional
Windows Server 2003
Windows Server 2008
750 MHz or faster processor (2 GHz recommended)
1 GB RAM minimum (2 GB recommended)
10 GB of available disk space
1024 x 768 display, 256 colors minimum
USB drive for installation

Report
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Item master report
Delivery report
Return report
Depreciation report.
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